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ARTIST STATEMENT
This particular body of work is concerned with the invisible psychological landscape of
memory which exists in the minds of all of those who have lived or passed through the
streets of Belfast. Particular landscapes or the cultural heritage which we exist within, can
become a heavy, moulding force in our lives which we are unable to escape. The passage of
life which we experience in our own individual spheres often cross over those of others
around us in fantastically meaningful ways, without us ever being aware of our place in their
narrative. The work considers the memories of others as sacred relics, of moments in time
which have been absorbed into the streets around us, creating a network of thought which
exudes it’s own power over our psyche as we physically travel across sites which are of
emotional significance to those around us.

ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
Catherine gained her BA in Fine Art from Northumbria University in 2015 and then joined
the Golden Thread Gallery as a Gallery Assistant after interning with Digital Arts Studios and
volunteering with both Catalyst Arts and the Belfast Photo Festival. She joined the
committee team of the Go Girl creative collective after curating two group shows of local
female artists and creatives in Pssquared and QSS Studios and Gallery in September 2016
and March 2017 respectively. She joined QSS Studios and Gallery from January 2016 and
since then has exhibited both locally and internationally in Berlin, Newcastle Upon Tyne,
Athens and Belfast. Catherine was shortlisted for the AVA Emerging Visual Artist Award in
June, 2017. She was also selected to participate in a week-long online residency from May
2017 with the IOUAE co-op. Catherine is primarily interested in ideas of memory, location
and shared intimacies between people.

